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ABSTRACT 
We introduce a one-pass adaptive universal quantization 
technique for real, bounded alphabet, stationary sources. 
The  algorithm is set on line without any prior knowledge of 
the statistics of the sources which i t  might encounter and 
asymptotically achieves ideal performance on all sources 
that  i t  sees. The  system consists of an encoder and a de- 
coder. At increasing intervals, the encoder refines its code- 
book using knowledge about incoming da ta  symbols. This 
codebook is then described to  the decoder in the form of 
updates on the previous codebook. The  accuracy t o  which 
the codebook is described increases as the number of sym- 
bols seen, and thus the accuracy t o  which the codebook is 
known, grows. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Universal da ta  compression is da ta  compression that  
asymptotically achieves the distortion-rate bound on all 
sources (within a class of sources). By observing more 
and more data ,  universal compressors essentially learn the 
statistics of the source in operation. This must be done so 
that  optimal performance is eventually achieved. 
There exist two basic approaches to  universal noiseless 
coding and universal quantization. The  first approach is 
alternately known as two-pass adaptive, off-line, or batch 
universal coding, while the second approach is termed one- 
pass adaptive, on-line, or incremental universal coding. For 
the sake of simplicity and intuition, we will henceforth refer 
to members of the first category as non-adaptive codes and 
members of the second category as adaptive codes. 
All universal codes must learn the statistics of the source 
in operation if they are to  achieve optimal performance 
on that  source. What  then is the difference between an 
adaptive universal code and a non-adaptive universal code? 
While formal definitions for the two types of codes will 
be postponed until Section 2, roughly speaking, adaptive 
codes are codes that  incrementally update their da ta  cod- 
ing strategies as knowledge about a particular da ta  stream 
is acquired. In contrast, non-adaptive codes first garner 
all of the information they will use t o  encode the da ta  se- 
quence under consideration and then use that information 
t o  encode the entire sequence. 
Universal noiseless coding and quantization schemes that  
are non-adaptive have been studied extensively, based on 
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the foundational work of Davisson[l], Ziv[2], and oth- 
ers. Universal noiseless coding schemes that  are adaptive, 
such as the  Ziv-Lempel algorithm[3] and Rissanen's context 
algorithm[4], are also well understood. However, attempts 
t o  generalize these adaptive noiseless coding algorithms in a 
provably universal fashion t o  the case of quantization have 
until recently been unsuccessful. In [5], Zhang and Wei 
present an adaptive universal quantization technique for in- 
dependent, identically distributed (iid) symbols from finite, 
discrete alphabet sources. Here we introduce an adaptive 
universal quantization technique for stationary, real-valued 
sources with respect to  the squared error fidelity criterion 
and, in the iid case, explore the convergence rates for the 
given algorithm . 
2. ADAPTIVE CODING 
In any code, the reproduction k k  of any symbol zk in a 
data  sequence z1,. .. , zn depends functionally on a subset 
of the past data, say {zk-, : 0 5 j 5 m } ,  and on a subset 
of the future data, say { ~ k + ~  : 0 5 j 5 a}. The  minimum 
such m and a are called the memory M ( k ,  n) and anticipa- 
tion A(k, n) of the code at time k for da ta  length n. Thus 
W(k,  n) = M ( k ,  n) + 1 + d ( k ,  n) is the length of the small- 
est window of data  on which k k  depends. We call a code 
adaptive if for each k, this window length (as a function of 
n) is bounded, i.e., 
sup W ( k , n )  < 00 
nEIN 
for all k E IN, 
or equivalently if the anticipation (as a function of n) is 
bounded. Intuitively, an adaptive code can reproduce the 
kth symbol by looking ahead by a bounded amount, re- 
gardless of the length of the sequence in which that  symbol 
occurs. Notice that according to  this definition, any fixed 
dimension memoryless vector quantizer (VQ) is an adap- 
tive code since the anticipation a t  any time k is a t  most 
the vector dimension. The formal definition given here for 
adaptive codes becomes interesting really only in the case 
of adaptive universal codes, where the bounded anticipation 
constraint is joined by the requirement that the asymptotic 
performance approach optimality. 
To understand the basis for the chosen definition of adap- 
tive codes, consider the following universal quantization 
scheme posed by Ziv in [2]. Given a length n sequence 
of data, the encoder reads in the entire sequence and de- 
signs the optimal l-dimensional codebook for that  sequence, 
where the dimension l is chosen as a function of n. The en- 
coder then describes that  quantizer to  the decoder (at a 
rate which is also a function n) and uses that codebook to  
describe the data. This algorithm is universal, but intu- 
itively it is not adaptive. Although the algorithm can deal 
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with a sequence of any length n, the  description of a se- 
quence of length n + 1 will require that  the entire algorithm 
be re-initiated. Consider, then, the formal definition of an 
adaptive code. The  encoding of any symbol 2k in a sequence 
21,. . . , zn requires knowledge of the entire sequence. Thus, 
in this case, the window length required to  reproduce the 
kth symbol of a sequence of length n is W ( k , n )  = n for 
all k E { I , .  . . , v}. If the data  sequence in which the kth 
element occurs is now allowed to  grow, the window length 
required will likewise grow indefinitely. In order to  encode 
even the first symbol we are required t o  process the entire 
sequence. In this case, supnEN W(k,  n) = 00 for all k and 
the algorithm is classified as non-adaptive. 
In contrast t o  the above example, consider the Ziv- 
Lempel algorithm [3] as an example of a universal noiseless 
code which meets our intuitive definition of adaptivity. The 
reproduction of the kth symbol in a sequence of length n 
depends on the string of symbols into which the symbol is 
parsed and also on the table of previously occurring strings. 
Thus the reproduction of zk depends on the entire data  up  
to  time k and also on some amount of data  into the future. 
Specifically, M ( k ,  n) = k - 1, and d ( k ,  n) 5 a, since the 
maximum length of the string into which the kth symbol 
can parsed is bounded above by + 1, as a simple ar- 
gument shows. Thus supnEN W(k,  n) 5 k + &% for every 
I C .  We thereby confirm that  the Ziv-Lempel code is indeed 
an adaptive universal algorithm, and that  our intuition and 
definition again match. 
3. THE ALGORITHM 
We next describe an algorithm for adaptive universal quan- 
tization of bounded alphabet sources. We assume that  the 
bound is known t o  both encoder and decoder. Without 
loss of generality, we here set the region of support equal 
to  [0, B]  for some B E IR. This paper considers fixed-rate 
nearest neighbor encoding schemes. Variable-rate schemes 
will be considered in a later work. 
In simple terms, the da ta  compression process proceeds as 
follows. Both the encoder and decoder s tar t  with a default, 
fixed-rate codebook of a set dimension. As incoming data  
is received, that  da ta  is broken into vectors and used to  
train a codebook. After a pre-specified interval, the encoder 
describes the codebook t o  the decoder and then uses that  
codebook to describe the data. The encoder then reads 
in another collection of da ta  vectors, uses that  collection to  
update the codebook, describes the changes in the codebook 
to  the decoder, and sends the latest increment of data  to  
the decoder using the updated codebook. 
The length of the intervals starts small and grows. As 
more and more da ta  is processed, the accuracy to which 
the codebook is known increases. In fact, Pollard's k-means 
central limit theorem [6) shows that the difference between 
the empirically optimal codewords and the optimal code- 
words, when multiplied by 6, where m is the length of the 
training da ta  in vectors, converges t o  a zero-mean Gaussian 
distribution. We therefore know the optimal codewords to  
a precision proportional to I/+, and we need to describe 
the codewords t o  no more than this precision. This im- 
plies that  after seeing m = 22J vectors, we can describe the 
codebook with essentially one additional bit per component 
per codeword more than the description of the codebook af- 
ter seeing m = 22(3-1) vectors. This progressive codebook 
transmission scheme naturally partitions the da ta  into in- 
creasing intervals of length 223 - 2 2 ( 3 - 1 )  times the vector 
dimension, for j = 1 , 2 , .  . .. 
More specifically, the algorithm is summarized by the fol- 
lowing iterative process. The  encoder and decoder are ini- 
tialized with the same arbitrary codebook and the index j 
is set to  1. 
1. Read in more vectors until the  total number of vectors 
seen so far is 2 2 3 .  
2 .  Update the current codebook t o  find the best codebook 
for the entire collection of symbols seen thus far. 
3. Quantize the components of each codeword t o  bins 
with width proportional to  B / 2 j .  
4. Use a conditional entropy code t o  describe the quanti- 
zation bins for the new codebook given the quantiza- 
tion bins for the current codebook. 
5. Encode the recently read da ta  with the new codebook. 
6 .  Increment j by 1 and iterate. 
The  conditional entropy code is used t o  describe the quan- 
tization bins for the new codebook incrementally, given the 
quantization bins for the current codebook, rather than de- 
scribing the new codebook from scratch each time. If a 
component of a current codeword lies in a bin of width 
B / P - ' ,  then with high probability, according to  Pollard's 
asymptotic distribution, the corresponding new codeword 
component will lie in one of the two refining bins of width 
B / Y .  With low probability, the new codeword component 
will lie in some other bin. Thus the average rate of the 
entropy code is slightly greater than one bit. 
The  algorithm is adaptive, since it has memory M ( k , n )  
equal to  k times the vector dimension and anticipation 
d ( k , n )  a t  most 223 - 2*( j - ' )  times the vector dimension, 
where 22(3-1) < k 5 229, for all n. In principle the dimen- 
sion of the current vector must also grow slowly with k, so 
that the performance of the algorithm can asymptotically 
achieve the distortion-rate bound. We have so far imple- 
mented only a fixed vector dimension for all k, since the 
optimal rate of growth is so slow that  the dimension does 
not change over the range of data  lengths we consider in 
our experiments. However, in our analysis of the algorithm 
(in the next section) we assume that  vector dimension does 
indeed grow, and that  each time the dimension increases, 
the entire codebook is retransmitted. 
The worst-case anticipation of the system can be reduced 
from 2'j -22(3-1) times the vector dimension to  just the vec- 
tor dimension, by training the new codebook only on data  
that  has already been transmitted, rather than by waiting 
to  include da ta  that  has not yet been transmitted. This 
variation, which we shall call low-delay, of course incurs 
some performance penalty. This penalty is asymptotically 
negligible, as we will see in the next section. 
4. UNIVERSALITY AND RATES OF 
Let {X,} be independent symbols from a real-valued sta- 
tionary random process with process measure Pe l  B E A, 
and let /? be an arbitrary dimensional vector quantizer. 
Define the per letter distortion and rate redundancies for p 
as AD(P,B) = $ E e d ( X c , P ( X C ) )  - De(R)  and A,(p,B) = 
$EeIP(XP)I - R respectively, where EO is the expectation 
with respect t o  Po, De(R)  is the corresponding Shannon 
distortion-rate function, and I,B(X')I denotes the length of 
the code for the vector X' .  Let De,c(R) be the t t h  order 




Figure 1. Adaptive and non-adaptive universal coding on a 
single medical brain scan are compared to  standard fixed-rate 
VQ trained and tested on the same image: - standard VQ, 
-*- adaptive universal VQ, -0- low-delay adaptive universal VQ, 
. . . non-adaptive universal VQ.  
expected distortion achievable by a rate R fixed-rate l di- 
mensional quantizer on Po. We next consider the universal- 
ity of the algorithm and the rates a t  which the distortion 
and rate redundancies decay t o  zero. 
Three terms contribute t o  the distortion redundancy AD.  
Quantizing the codebook in Step 3 of the algorithm above 
contributes one term. The  second term results from US- 
ing a codebook matched to  the sample distribution of m 
vectors rather than the true underlying distribution. For 
a codebook dimension C, the  discrepancy between De,t(R) 
and D(R)  represents the final contribution. T h e  rate redun- 
dancy of a universal code results from the need t o  describe 
the codebook to  the decoder. In [7], Linder e t  al. ana- 
lyze these factors for the Ziv universal quantizer described 
in Section 2 and show that  with appropriate choice of the 
codeword dimension and the rate at which the codebook is 
described, the sum of the two redundancy terms for the non- 
adaptive universal quantizer can be made to  approach zero 
as 0 (,/-), where n is once again the total number of 
symbols t o  be encoded. Using a parallel analysis, the total 
redundancy for the adaptive universal quantizer has been 
shown in [8] t o  achieve the same 0 (d.) weighted 
redundancy, whether or not the adaptive universal quan- 
tizer is low-delay, though with somewhat larger constants. 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The adaptive universal VQ described above was tested on 
images from a database of magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) brain scans. The  image size was 256 x 256 and a con- 
stant vector dimension of four was used in all experiments. 
A random permutation was used t o  scramble the sequence 
of vectors, so that  the resulting sequence was approximately 
independent. Figure 1 compares the performances of the 
adaptive universal VQ and its low-delay variation on a sin- 
gle medical image. Also included are the results of Ziv’s 
non-adaptive universal VQ [2] with the parameters spec- 
ified in [7]. The performance of these universal schemes, 
which all employ fixed-rate, full-search VQ, is compared to  
Figure 2. Standard fixed-rate VQ of a single USC database 
image using a codebook trained on a sequence of medical brain 
scans. SQNR = 10.1, rate = .75 bpp 
the performance of a standard, fixed-rate, full-search VQ 
trained specifically for that  image. While the performance 
of the non-adaptive universal code here lags behind that  of 
the adaptive universal codes, this gap could almost certainly 
be closed by proper choice of the constants accompanying 
the parameters specified in [7]. 
If a codebook is designed for one type of source and oper- 
ated on another, the optimal performance of the source in 
operation is not achieved. Figures 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate 
the results of codebook/data mismatch. In Figure 2 a USC 
database image is encoded with a standard VQ trained for 
medical brain scans. T h e  resulting performance is clearly 
inferior t o  the performance of a standard VQ trained specif- 
ically for that  image, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows 
the same image coded by the adaptive universal quantiza- 
tion algorithm. All three experiments were conducted with 
fixed-rate codebooks containing eight codewords per code- 
book. T h e  rate in the adaptive case is slightly higher due 
t o  the  overhead associated with describing the codebook. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The algorithm here presented demonstrates the advan- 
tages of adaptive universal compression compared t o  non- 
universal or non-adaptive alternatives. In the long term, a 
universal code is guaranteed to  perform better than a non- 
universal code trained on a mismatched source and virtually 
as well as a non-universal code trained on the source in op- 
eration. While a universal code’s optimal performance is 
only guaranteed asymptotically in the length of the da ta  to  
be coded, the experiments here presented demonstrate good 
performance even on small da ta  sets. In particular, the per- 
formance of the adaptive universal scheme on a single image 
is comparable t o  the performance of a non-universal code 
which is allowed prior access to  the source statistics and is 
thus perfectly matched to  the source in operation. 
The  benefits of adaptive universal codes over non- 
adaptive universal codes include shorter delay and lower 
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Figure 3. Standard fixed-rate VQ of a single USC database 
image using a codebook trained on that image. SQNR = 
14.5, rate = .75 bpp 
storage requirements. The  delay associated with an a d a p  
tive code is equal t o  the anticipation, which is bounded 
for any particular symbol of an adaptive universal code 
but unbounded in non-adaptive universal codes. In low- 
delay adaptive universal VQ, the anticipation is reduced to 
the vector dimension while maintaining performance qual- 
ity comparable to that of the non-adaptive universal quan- 
tizer. Such reductions in delay also translate t o  reductions 
in storage requirements a t  the encoder. 
Further reductions in encoder storage can be gained by 
replacing the complete codebook update (here implemented 
using the Lloyd algorithm) at each iteration by incremental 
codebook update techniques such as the stochastic gradi- 
ent algorithm of [9]. While implementation of the Lloyd 
algorithm at  each iteration requires that all previously re- 
ceived symbols be stored for use in training future codes, the 
stochastic gradient technique attempts to track the incre- 
mental codebook modification associated with each incom- 
ing da ta  vector and therefore requires storage of a t  most one 
vector of previously received information. Unfortunately, 
application of the stochastic gradient technique to adap- 
tive universal VQ yields significant performance degrada- 
tion and the results are therefore not included in Section 5. 
The adaptive universal VQ presented here is based on 
fixed-rate standard VQ and achieves performance compara- 
ble to the best fixed-rate standard VQ even on small da ta  
sets. A goal of future work will be to apply the adaptive 
techniques developed here to  more sophisticated VQ frame- 
works. 
Figure 4.  Adaptive universal VQ using a fixed-rate codebook. 
SQNR = 14.4, rate = .755 bpp 
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